We have analyzed 11 picornaviral RNA genomic sequences by optimal and suboptimal minimum free energy folding algorithms. The systematic summation of all pairing partners for each base in the suboptimal structures (P-num value) shows a distinct pattern of alternating low and high values when plotted against the sequence length and indicate regions within each genome where secondary structure(s) are likely to play a significant role in virus biology. The individual folds augmented by data from phylogenetic folds, collectively suggest some revisions of existing models for 5'-untranslated regions of cardioviruses and enteroviruses that might better explain the functions of these regions. ©1997 Academic Press Key Words: mfold; picornavirus; secondary structure prediction; RNA modeling; topology.
We are interested in the informational complexity of positive-strand RNA viral genomes and in particular the genomes of the RNA picornaviruses. These genomes range in length from 7100 to 8200 bases, and scattered within are multiple regions of intricate RNA structural motifs that have been characterized as essential for biological activity. Unlike many of their negative-strand cousins which are known to require nucleoproteins or preattached polymerases for infectivity, picornaviral genomes are completely infectious as naked RNA. These genomes can be repeatedly denatured and renatured experimentally while retaining full infectivity. The natural energetics of base pairing are critical to the activities of all nucleic acids, and all RNAs need to conform to the laws of physics, but it somehow stretches credulity to believe that these large viral molecules can be driven into unique configurations by energetics alone. Indeed, virologists frequently ask whether any genomic RNAs can have unilateral topologies, given the natural fluctuations in environmental temperatures and ionic conditions that are prevalent during viral infections. On the other hand, if the 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed at Department of Biochemistry, University of Wisconsin, 1655 Linden Drive, Madison WI 53706. Fax: (608) 262-7420. E-mail: acpalmen@facstaff.wisc.edu.
observed genomic configurations are not reproducible, it becomes difficult to explain the naked infectivity of viral RNAs, or the informational contribution of known structural motifs, to virus biology. The current format of every viral base must necessarily represent some optimal compromise between the competing dynamics of biological and thermodynamic pressures.
To assess the role played by thermodynamics in shaping single-stranded genomes, we have evaluated computer-predicted models of more than 60 positive-strand ( + ) RNA sequences from a dozen viral families (picorna-, bromo-, sobemo-, potex-, node-, reo-, retro-, hepa-, corona-, bunya-, and flaviviridae and levivirus bacteriophage) by optimal and suboptimal minimum free-energy folding algorithms. In addition, more than 40 reverse-strand (-) and randomized (+ and -) genomic sequences were calculated as statistical controls. We believe that the gist of these data reconcile many apparent conflicts between biological and thermodynamic pressures that created these RNA sequences, and moreover the data outcomes suggest improved statistical methods that may aid in the recognition of RNAs with structurally significant information content. The complete statistical arguments summarizing more than 8000 h of computer time will be presented in detail elsewhere (A.C. Palmenberg and J.Y. Sgro, manuscript in preparation). Included here are some of the more interesting directions that are emerging from the picornavirus-specific analyses.
METHODS AND MEANS
Our studies were based on four empirical assumptions. First, we chose to analyze only full-length genomic sequences, since presumably, these alone represent the intact thermodynamic units from which alternative cohorts of base pairs are naturally derived. Second, we accepted that most real configurations of positive-strand genomes are generally driven by thermodynamics, and therefore the actual structure(s) should probably lie at or near the minimum free energy for any particular sequence. Third, we assumed that the individual motifs or structural elements with highest biological importance would probably have predicted stabilities over the natural range of temperatures and ionic conditions, under which those elements are known to be active. Fourth, we expected that FIG. 1. Picornavirus folds. The MinE structures calculated from 11 full-length picornavirus genomic sequences are represented as line drawings (8) . The 5' to 3' direction within each fold is counterclockwise. Base numbers, in increments of 1000, are indicated, as are the locations of the 5' and 3' ends (always found in special proximity, but never base paired to each other).
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ our thermodynamically derived models for phylogenetically related viruses should exhibit common structural motifs, especially if such motifs were known to be required for biological activity. This last point is a nontrivial derivation from viral predictions based on sequence similarities rather than energy minimization. Since in reality, no RNA asks permission from its homologues before assuming a preferred conformation, we generally folded first and then searched among suboptimal configurations for regions with phylogenetically consistent structures.With regard to the picornaviruses, the genomic sequences without 3' poly(A) tails (and truncated poly(C) tracts), from poliovirus 1-Mahoney (P-1M, GenBank Accession No. J02281), poliovirus 3 The typical output was a single binary file of approximately 220 Mb, assuming usual program defaults for a 37ºC fold. From this, we extracted "region" and "connect" files representing the highroad global minimum free-energy structure (MinE) and also a "plot" file containing all related suboptimal energy structures (SubE l2 ), within +12 Kcal of the minimum free energy value (3). For a complete description of these files (see http:/ / www.ibc.wustl.edu/~zuker/seqanal). The region file was transferred to a commercial spreadsheet and queried statistically for parameters that defined each MinE (e.g., paired bases, helical lengths, loop sizes). The plot file was used to determine a pairing number (P-num) for each base in the computed sequence, according to the collection of SubE 12 structures (1).
P-NUM AND PAIRING FIDELITY
The simplistic idea that a unique MinE structure can singularly represent the "best" fold for a genomic RNA turns out to be naive. High road and low road data paths (3) instead suggest that each~200-base segment of a genomic RNA has on average at least one location where the bases could fold into different, energetically equivalent configurations. These conflicts are usually constrained within local bulge or interior loops and would be almost impossible to detect on physical printouts without prior knowledge of their existence. Technically, however, these locales still mean that each 8000-base genome probably has more than 24 40 MinE structures, with exactly the same energy. If the energy window is increased only fractionally, thousands more alternative base pairs become thermodynamically possible, creating an extended family of related suboptimal folds. No computer could ever sample even a portion of these (>24 1000 ) predicted structures, but it is possible to contain the entire collection graphically on a dotplot (plot files), by recording every suboptimal pairing choice for a given energy window (e.g. +12 Kcal from the MinE ∆G ). Alternatively, each base in the dotplot can be algorithmically queried for the number of different pairing partners it might choose, if given this range of energetic freedom. The pairing number, or P-num value, for each folded base, is thus a quantitative measure of the propensity of that base to become involved with the same or alternative pairing partners in a collection of suboptimal folds (4).
We believe the concept of P-num is central to an understanding of how large RNAs behave. Within our folds, bases with low P-num values, by definition, exhibit reasonable fidelity for a specific pairing partners, and moreover, their preferred base pairs are statistically probable in most if not all ( + 12 Kcal) suboptimal structures. Zuker and Jacobson have elegantly described how the analogous "well-determined" structural elements of ribosomal RNA and the phage Qβ genome, occur at locations with high frequencies of low P-num bases (5-7). Not surprisingly, our Topology of Picornavirus Genomes ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ observed P-num values vs base number for the SubE~2 dataset of EMC in the region of the 5' UTR. Gray; comparative plot for a randomized sequence, matched for length and base composition. (E) Line drawing of EMC 5' UTR IRES region, as previously modeled (10) . (F) Three dimensional interpretation of a cardiovirus IRES, according to above described genome and phylogenetic analyses.
. data sets likewise suggest as a more general rule of positive-strand viruses, that low P-num bases and their correlate partners tend to punctuate or even dominate the most important helices and stems supporting biologically significant motifs, especially within the MinE cohort (see below). These bases and their partners also have a tendency to be conserved at the sequence level in alignments of viral homologues. Moreover, within related genomes, such regions frequently take on similar configurations that are identifiable in each MinE.
The low P-num bases though, are a minority in many genomic folds. The data rather predict that 60-90% of the picornaviral residues fall into categories with moderate to high P-num values (Table 1) . Therefore, the majority of bases are promiscuous in the selection of their pairing partners, even if the energy window is narrowly restricted near the minimum ∆G. In an energetic sense, this means that large segments of viral genomes lack significant pairing fidelity and are easily "bribed" to give up their MinE configurations and pair elsewhere. This also implies that no two RNAs, even of identical sequence, are ever likely to assume exactly the same configuration, simultaneously. A tube of viral genomes then may be compared to a handful of snowflakes: each unit is probably structurally unique, but each must also share some generic level of overall topology that is recognizable in the others, too. Identical sequences do hold in common their regions of low P-num, and indeed these regions alone could putatively function as structural signatures or roadmaps for the entire genome. But the rest of the bases are in constant flux among local energy minima. Precise topological constraints in these regions are probably very few, and other evolutionary pressures can dynamically predominate in shaping these sequences.
How then, can we identify those crucial genomic regions where structure conveys biology? To search such abstractions in an understandable format, we have begun to superimpose relative P-num values by color onto folded MinE structures. The program NAVIEW (8) was used according to Zuker (see~Zuker web site) to convert an mfold connect file into a PostScript(R) output, where it could be modified to contain color information for P-num, calculated from the related plot file (A.C. Palmenberg and J.Y. Sgro, manuscript in preparation) (5) . Our assignment of red, green, and black within each folded sequence thus represent areas of low, moderate, and high P-num values, respectively (<3, <6, and >6% of a statistical P-num maximum value, at infinite energy). Picornaviral RNAs vary widely in base composition FMD, for example, has a 30% higher G + C content than R-16. These compositions are reflected in respective base pair selections (37% G -C for R-16 vs 55% for FMD), the energy per helix (e.g., -6.4 vs -7.3 Kcal, and the consequent MinE ∆G (e.g., -1245 vs -2285 Kcal). Yet each of the structures disperses stems, loops, helices, and branch points with similar average frequencies, and all involve about 63% of their bases in paired configurations. Relative to some other positive-strand genomes, the picornaviruses have reasonably "relaxed" configurations. The smaller RNAs of Qβ and MS2 (data not shown) are much more "tightly wound" for example, with longer helices (5.2 bp avg), stronger helices (-7.8 Kcal avg), and a greater frequency (71% of paired bases). Not surprisingly, the "looser" picorna virus structures also mean that these genomes have proportionally fewer low P-num bases compared to Qβ. Random sequences that are matched against the picornaviruses for base composition and RNA length typically have only 1-8% "red" bases as a statistical average. Each of the folded picornaviruses, except maybe the polioviruses, exceeds this level of pairing fidelity, but none resemble the rigidity of Qβ (50% red and its relatively unwavering placement of frequent and important structural motifs (5) . Instead, the picornavirus RNAs have considerable structural flexibility. Aside from the 5'-and 3'-untranslated regions (UTRs), only a few, well-placed low P-num motifs punctuate each genome, and within
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ reasonable limits, the remain der of the bases have a high degree of pairing freedom. This is not to say that there are no constraints on these molecules. For the picornaviruses (but not al other positive-strand viruses), the low P-num bases are typically encompassed within local stems or moti elements of less than 700 nucleotides. Between tines' elements, the higher P-num bases are constantly fluctuating among alternative partners, but thermodynamics dictates that roughly 60% of these will somehow be paired at a given moment. The apparent "backbone" that runs down the central axis of most of the Fig. 1 centipedes is caused by this type of promiscuous pairing. Despite such base pair shifting, the overall conformation is always composed of relatively stable local domains, hung on this long shifting backbone. Within this context, the 5' and 3' genomic regions, with their higher concentrations of low P-num motifs, cannot easily pair with each other, nor can they generally pair better (lower energy) with alternative internal sequences. Our data suggest instead that the two ends of each genome probably end up close to each other, in every molecule. If indeed this model is true, and these ends tend to occupy adjacent molecular spaces, it is easy to envision how polymerases or ribosomes (for example) might affect each other's activities when using such RNAs as templates.
Another region worth noting is the beginning of the polyprotein ORF in rhinoviruses. R-16 marks this site with the single largest helix (23 bp) found in any picornavirus MinE or SubE 12 structure. At the identical location R-14 has a stable stem of three stacked helices (24 bp). The analogous segment in cardioviruses (EMC, Mengo, and TME) is the junction between L/1A, and here, too, each virus displays an extended, unbranched stem. The EMC stem contains at least 40 bp, and the participating bases in all these motifs are of exceptionally low P-num. We have no idea why these viruses place these elements at the beginning of their 1A genes (packaging? translation?), nor in truth have we looked closely at all the picornaviruses, for similar motifs. We mark this location only as an example of the many low P-num genomic structures that clearly warrant further investigation for potential biological function. It should also be obvious that we have only begun to pick at the extensive dataset information from individual or collective folds. Nevertheless, even cursory searches have constantly uncovered surprises. The following section on cardioviruses, and the companion section on polioviruses, will highlight some new observations, peculiar to these genomes.
A CARDIOVIRUS CLOSEUP
The MinE genome fold for EMC, colored by P-num is in Fig. 2A . Mengovirus folds similarly (Fig. 1) , especially with regard to the notable concentration of red bases in the 5' UTR. In fact, the folds for these regions are virtually superimposable for all cardioviruses, as are several of the other red stems, scattered throughout the genome. To assess how well these structures actually agreed, the complete EMC sequence was rerun through a suboptimal folding algorithm, using a program variation called mfold-phylo (M. Zuker, personal communication). The data output is a MinE structure for EMC, but its base pairs were allowed to form, only if all sequences in a parallel genomic alignment concurred on the pair at that location. The queried sequences, in this case, included Mengo-M, EMC-B (No. M22457) and EMC-D (Nos. M22458 and M37588), which collectively share about 75% aligned nucleotide identity with EMC(-R), throughout their lengths (Table 2 ). This restricted EMC mfold-phylo maintained a remarkable 33% of its bases in paired configurations (Fig. 2B) , and as expected, the difference between this value and single MinE EMC fold (62% paired) was due primarily to a lack of pairing consensus among the high P-num (black) bases and their homologues in the alignment. The 5' UTR, however, was in accord, with the MinE structure, at practically every base (Fig. 2C) . Figure 2C is a closeup of the MinE fold for the 5' region of EMC, with P-num coded by color. Figure 2D graphically records the actual P-num values, and the deep troughs (genomic RNA) visually emphasize the exceptional strong pairing fidelity within this region, relative to a random sequence. The gray background of Fig. 2C highlights bases that take identical configurations in the MinE phylogenetic fold of EMC. Only a few bases between stem A and the poly(C) tract are differently paired in the individual fold. The analogues of these particular bases in Mengo are known to participate in alternative pseudoknot configurations that would not be predicted by this algorithm (9) . A second small stem between F and H also seems to lack a consensus among the aligned sequences, but as a whole, level of similarity is remarkable! These data differ in one significant respect from classic models of this region. Stem I of the cardiovirus IRES region is usually predicted as an extended series of stacked helices, supporting an important cloverleaflike structure at its apex (Fig. 2E) . We find instead that this region has a Topology of Picornavirus Genomes ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ thermodynamic propensity to significantly shorten this stem and alternatively pair the released bases into two separate stems (Fig.  2C) . The mfold-phylo model, the MinE and SubE 12 data from EMC and Mengo collectively support a pattern that breaks the I stem region into three independent motifs, Ia, Ib, and Ic. By shortening stem I in this manner, the crucial cloverleaf region (Ib) is brought into immediate proximity of the other essential IRES elements, H, J and K. In a three-dimensional context, one can envision how these segments, all composed of low P-num bases, might commonly support a surface topology or local environment for protein binding and ribosome entry (Fig. 2F) . This structural interpretation moreover could explain why insertions or rearrangements in the Ia region are remarkably ineffective at disrupting IRES function (10) . Presumably, Ia and perhaps Ic, when tucked behind the reactive side of the IRES, have minimum influence on the remainder of the structure, as would be consistent with their medium to high P-num bases and the observed sequence variation among viruses. This model, of course, is merely one interpretation of the data sets. We have yet to look closely at the MinE or SubE12 folds of FMD or other type II IRESes for conformational similarity.
THE POLIOVIRUSES
With the enteroviruses, we expected to find, as with the cardioviruses, that the 5' UTRs would be full of low P-num bases and common helices participating in the viral IRES and other known replication structures. P-1M, P-3S, and C-B3 were instead found to have the fewest red bases of any folded picornaviruses. This trio in fact is perhaps the most loosely structured group of genomes we have yet evaluated. Figures 3A and 3B show the colored MinE structures for P-1M and P-3S, respectively. The occasional low P-num bases and local well-determined motifs are scattered throughout the RNAs, and although there are few more concentrated pockets in the 5' and 3' UTRs, at least 94% of P-1M is either green or black, a level approaching that of a random sequence. Despite this promiscuity, there is enough regional fidelity within these UTRs, to allow all three MinE structures to take the familiar centipedelike topology which brings the genomic ends together in three dimensional space. Figure 3G is a closeup of the MinE structure at the 3' end of P-1M, colored to highlight this singular concentration of low P-num bases. There is no doubt that these particular bases prefer to fold locally into independent motifs. This region has the highest regional pairing fidelity of anywhere in a poliovirus RNA, and it seems to hang free from the genome, eschewing pairing contacts elsewhere, except perhaps for tertiary interactions among the local loops (11) . This surprising fidelity surpasses any motifs in the related 5' UTRs, including the well-known cloverleafs that begin each genome of this type. Figures 3E and 3F show expanded versions of the P-1M and P-3S MinE structures (from Figures 3A and 3B , respectively), in the 5' UTRs. The distinctive terminal structures are clearly visible in these figures, as are colors of the participating bases, specially those with low P-num values (red). A remarkable number of these bases, however, are green or black, indicating a likely preference for alternative configurations instead of these cloverleafs. (For clarity, the color coding of Fig. 3D is the same as those of Fig. 3E ). This P-num distribution contrasts markedly with the cardioviruses, where every base of every virus in every 5' terminal stem (i.e., stem A), is of exceptionally low P-num value.
Perhaps in greater contrast to the cardioviruses was the finding that very few additional motifs elsewhere in the enterovirus 5' UTRs are very well determined. Expecting the canonical IRES structures (e.g., Fig. 3H ), in the MinE figures, we instead had to pour over the data with a magnifying glass to identify the IRES motifs. Happily, the IRES stem fragments that could be identified tended to be red, or at least red plus green, but none of these MinE structures could be individually construed as a wholly acceptable match for current enterovirus models (12) . To access whether a phylogenetic fold might force these regions into higher degree of conformational unity, P-1M was reanalyzed by the mfold-phylo algorithm, using an alignment containing polio-lSabin (Table 2) . They also share about 18% common base pairs, including those involved in the 5' terminal cloverleaf (Fig. 3D ) and the 3' UTR motifs (not shown). 
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Additional 5' UTR helices are also common among these sequences (Fig. 3D) , and these include, but are not limited to, the disparate fractional IRES stems that were identified in the individual MinE structures. The gray boxes on Figs. 3E, 3F, and 3H, highlight the regions of 5' conformational identity between the P-1M, P-3S individual MinE structures, and the P-1M MinE phylogenetic structure. Although perhaps not apparent at first glance, if followed closely, each of these highlighted regions can be seen to participate as a terminal stem or branch point, in the classic IRES model (Fig. 3H) . Thermodynamics essentially predicts that many of the local bits and pieces that go into forming an enterovirus IRES are actually part of the MinE and SubE 12 structures, but they are diversely arranged on a multitude of constantly shifting alternative infrastructures.
Is the classic enterovirus 5' model then a closely related SubE 12 structure? The data in the region file allow easy summation of the energy contributions to a MinE structure, from any particular sequence region. In this manner, the 5' UTR configurations (Fig. 3E  and 3F ), from P-1M and P-3S, were found to contribute, respectively, -215 and -219 Kcal to their genomic folds. These sequence elements were then recomputed using restricted algorithmic caveats which forced the acceptance of conformations closely equivalent to the classic enterovirus 5' model. Stated another way, we required the base pairs at the bottoms of classic domains II, III, III, IV, V, VI, and VII to be part of the new MinE structures. The resultant 5' folds looked similar to Fig. 3H and included a few additional base pairs which even enhanced the regional stabilities (not shown). But the energies of these new polio segments, when forced to pair like the model, were -195 Kcal (P-1M) and -187 Kcal (P-3S), values that are 20-30 Kcal higher than the respective 5' structures determined from the whole RNA. This energy differential significantly exceeds the 12 Kcal window for the suboptimal folds of any complete viral genome. It is therefore unlikely that the 5' UTRs of individual enterovirus RNA molecules actually conform to the classic model, when allowed to fold in solution.
IMPLICATIONS FOR GENOME FUNCTION
The dichotomy between the proposed structures and thermodynamics does not mean, however, that this enterovirus model is wrong. Instead, we think that our data sets are indicating something special about the relative functions of the UTR domains in picornaviruses. For cardioviruses, the case is clear. The 5' replication domains (stems A-C), and IRES domains (stems H-M), probably fold stably into reproducible structures that are common to most RNA molecules even from related viral strains. The relatively rigid cardiovirus UTR topologies could literally serve as physical "landing pads" for protein recognition and subsequent activity. For the enteroviruses, and perhaps other picornaviruses, a similar "landing pad" concept may also be true for the 5'-most (cloverleaf) and 3'-most replication domains. Within such regions, the genome sequences seem to have been honed to favor particular thermodynamic MinE conformations that are directly recognized and acted upon by proteins. Such regions are generally predictable within any viral genome by the P-num values in the SubE l2 data sets. In other regions, however, like the enterovirus IRESes, only the nubs of required stems and loops seem to fold commonly in all viral RNAs. The organization of such regions into coherent functional units probably requires additional protein binding (for example), to coalesce the segments into the active conformation(s). At a functional level, this scenario might be equivalent to chaperon-mediated protein folding, where a molecule is forced into an otherwise suboptimal energy state by locally imposed hydrophobic restrictions. The classic enterovirus model then could become valid, if proteins bind to this region and affect the local energetics. If this idea is correct, our thermodynamic analyses suggest that the Type Gradually, and structure by structure, we are picking at the compendium of viral data sets to clarify such concepts (13) . The phylogenetic folds for rhinoviruses (R-16, it-la, it-lb, R-2, R-9, R-85, and R-89), Theiler's viruses (BeAn, DA, DA variant, and GDVII), and the complete cardiovirus genus (all EMCs and TMEs) are completed (Table 2) , although minimally analyzed. The informational complexity in these viral genomes is slowly yielding to these processes and continually illustrates the marvelous and subtle balance between the thermodynamic and genetic forces that formed them. We are not fluent in either of these languages yet, but hopefully, we are making progress.
